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Abstract
is a vision of searching the physical world in seconds,
as we are searching the Internet today. Built on the intuition that humans
are powerful “sensors” that works well with landmark based information,
we design the system to allow people to search for and locate objects as
and when they need it, instead of organizing them a priori. Location infor-
mation are presented in a form natural to humans in the system, i.e., with
reference to identifiable landmarks (e.g., on the dining table) rather than
precise coordinates.
MAX was designed with three main objectives in mind: (i) human-
centric operation, (ii) privacy, and (iii) efficient search of any tagged object.
In the system, all physical objects, from documents to clothing, can be
tagged and people locate objects using an intuitive search interface.
In this thesis, we propose a hierarchical architecture consisting of tags
(bound to objects), sub-stations (bound to landmarks) and base-stations
(bound to localities), to facilitate an efficient search. To optimize system
performance, we present a methodology to design energy and delay optimal
query protocols for a variety of device choices. Also we provide privacy for
the users of MAX. Tags can be marked as either public or private, with
private tags searchable only by the owner. MAX also provides for privacy of
physical spaces. MAX requires minimal initial configuration, and is robust
to reconfiguration of the physical space.
i
We also present an implementation of MAX, providing search facility
for the wide physical area. We contend that a MAX-like search system will
enable sharing (e.g., books on a college campus) and trading (e.g., buying
and selling used books) of physical resources, and will be the engine for a
host of new applications. It is our thesis that the ability to efficiently search
the physical world through MAX will provide unprecedented convenience to
people.
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It is evident in history that an important objective of technology is to make
people’s lives better. This is especially clear in the course of the last few
decades, where it is inarguable that our lives are revolutionized by informa-
tion and communication technology. This can be easily seen in the following
examples, which are close to heart for most.
• The Internet has allowed information to be readily available, allowing
for many convenience previously not possible. For example, now a
person can purchase everything from grocery to electronics right from
her own home, through e-commerce over the Internet.
• Wireless technology, such as cellular networks, allows people to meet
up spontaneously. One can now always call her friend for an ad hoc
meeting anywhere convenient. In fact, it is not even necessary to agree
on a precise location a priori. One will simply call the other party a
call upon reaching the area.
• Credit cards and Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) have eliminated
the need to carry sufficient cash before visiting a restaurant or even
another country. The correct currency and amount is also readily
available around the next corner.
• Search engines, such as GoogleTM, are so efficient that it is not neces-
sary to download and archive data locally. This is because the infor-
mation can always be relocated with the same set of keywords.
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Another possible perspective of these technologies is that they have al-
lowed for people to be more “disorganized”, without compromising efficiency.
This means less time and effort in planning and organization. For example,
GoogleTMhas made archiving and organizing data unnecessary. This view
is of particular interest here.
1.1 Searching the Physical World
It is the thesis of this dissertation that the ability to efficiently search the
physical world will allow greater convenience to the current society. This
will allow humans to be more “disorganized” with their belongings without
any loss of efficiency in finding them. Hence we propose MAX1, a system
that allows information of a “chaotic” space to be readily gathered, ordered
and presented to the user.
We contend that such a system has far reaching implications and appli-
cations, that will change the way we live today. With MAX, we will shift
from a paradigm of “everything has its place” to a paradigm of “everything
has a place”. Today, we assign a space for all our belongings. This is the
case for people in their daily living, and even more true for organizations in
their offices and warehouses. The MAX system will allow these assignments
of space to be redundant. In other words, you can put your belongings
anywhere in your room and find it when you need to.
One may question if such a system is even possible. At this juncture
of time, technology has matured for such a system to be available in the
foreseeable future, not so far from now. Current trends of technology, such
as smart paints, smart dust, Radio Frequencies Identification Device (RFID)
tags and smart spaces, points to a future where the environment can be
embedded with many electronic devices. These small devices, with limited
processing and communication capabilities, can be tagged on almost all, if
not all, physical objects. This is the pre-requisite we need for MAX, an
information and communication system to search a physical space quickly
and efficiently.
Before delving into the detailed system architecture and design for the
rest of the thesis, we will enumerate the design goals of the system here.
1MAX is short for Maxwell’s Demon, which was proposed by mathematician James
Clerk Maxwell. The imaginary creature is thought of to create order from disorder, al-
legedly violating the second law of thermodynamics.
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Human-centric Operation For MAX to be of use to the general public,
the system must be simple to install and easy to use. Central to
this theme of user-friendliness, the use of natural human language
is essential to allow the ease of interaction with the system. Natural
human language will thus be accepted as input and provided as output.
A subtle requirement would be for the system to be robust to reconfig-
uration of physical space. By this, we mean that no or minimal action
will be required when such reconfigurations occur. For example, one
will not want to spend an hour to recalibrate the system after moving
her table to the other side of the room.
Security and Privacy By security, we mean that system is protected from
unauthorized access. This will consist of two considerations as follows.
• The movement and location of private objects, such as one’s pass-
port, should not be readily available to anyone. These objects
should not be continuously monitored and tracked too. We term
this as object privacy.
• The system should also provide various degrees of accessibility for
physical spaces, such as a room or an office. This is necessary to
prevent unauthorized access into personal spaces, such as one’s
bedroom. One may view this as preventing “digital trespassing”,
which we call space privacy.
Efficient Search for a Scalable Long-lived System Finally, there is a
certain economy of scale in MAX, though the system can be useful even
at a personal level. Thus, the system has to be provisioned for millions
or even trillions of objects to be searched across large distances and
over considerable areas. The resulting implication is that an efficient
searching mechanism would be required, for the results to be delivered
under reasonable latency.
At the same time, to minimize the chore of maintenance, the system
should be long-lived. Batteries should not be changed every week.
Thus, energy efficiency of the design is important. We also have to
consider the resource constraints of the wireless devices, that have
limited processing and communication capabilities.
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For MAX to provide efficient service and to satisfy the design goals
outlined, we put forth the observation that humans are powerful “sensors”.
Thus, humans only require approximate coordinates in the form of cues and
landmarks to locate objects quickly. As a matter of fact, humans are not
proficient in using absolute coordinates to locate objects. This observation
will greatly simplify the design of MAX and allows for the design goals to
be fulfilled.
The search capability and provision of privacy in the system mimics the
information sharing within the digital world. We contend that this will
enable a plethora of applications far beyond what we can imagine, let only
list exhaustively. As an illustration, MAX would empower the sharing of
books and papers in a campus environment. Expensive books or difficult-
to-find papers can be easily located via the system and thus shared among
faculty and students. This opens up an enormous library of resources to
the entire community. Given such ease of sharing, one can easily foresee the
simplicity of trading these items.
1.2 Contributions
Other than the vision of MAX and our simple but yet powerful observation
that humans are powerful “sensors”, the specific contributions of this thesis
are listed in the following.
1. We design and propose an architecture for MAX. The wide area archi-
tecture exploits the ubiquitous Internet to provide search capabilities
across large distances. For each locality, a three-tiered hierarchical ar-
chitecture, consisting of Base Station (BS), Sub-Station (SS) and tags,
is proposed. This “bridge” between the physical world and the digital
domain allows for efficiency, while maintaining simplicity.
2. We also investigate the privacy requirements of MAX as an applica-
tion. From the investigation, we distill the notions of space and object
privacy. We then provision both forms of privacy in our system, in-
cluding the new notion of privacy of physical spaces.
3. A methodology for designing energy and delay optimal query protocols
is developed. Using this methodology, the optimal protocols for various
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system and device choices are derived. From these derived protocols,
we distill insights into the proper design of MAX.
4. Finally, we implement a prototype using Crossbow MICA motes [2],
building on our results and previous prototype experiences. Other
than providing strong evidence on MAX’s practicality and user tri-
als, the implementation gives us experience that will be invaluable to
future MAX systems.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
We begin the thesis with a survey of recent related work in the next chapter.
We proceed to describe the system architecture and design in Chapter 3. The
methodology for deriving the optimal protocols and its resulting protocols
are then discussed in Chapter 4. The privacy requirements of the system
and the mechanism to achieve it is subsequently described in Chapter 5.
Finally, we provide the description of an implementation in Chapter 6, be-





While this application is uniquely different from the rest of the proposals
that we know of, it is related to other fields of researches, such as location
tracking systems and smart environments which may require location sup-
port. Moreover, MAX exploits current technologies, such as developments
in RFID and Location Aware Computing (LAC). Thus, we present a survey
of these work.
2.1 Location Tracking Technologies
Location tracking technologies are developed to proactively monitor the
movement and location of objects and people. In general, some form of
modality is used to position the objects in absolute coordinates, which is con-
stantly logged to track movement. Such positioning technologies is also de-
veloped for localization in the context of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN),
which we will review before looking at the various location tracking tech-
nologies available.
2.1.1 Localization
Localization has been intensively studied in the context of WSN, to provide
contextual information for the various nodes in the network. The informa-
tion is then used for various purposes, such as data aggregation and routing.
A plethora of algorithms have been proposed. Common modalities used
includes radio frequency and ultrasound. The schemes can also be divided
into range-based or range-free, as seen in [3] which provides a good review
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of the various technologies and their respective accuracy.
These works aim to provide exact localization of the nodes or to place
them in relative positions to each another. Often, beacons whose locations
are known via Global Positioning System (GPS) or other means, are required
[4, 5, 6]. The inappropriateness of such algorithms for the application we
have in mind is obvious.
2.1.2 Urban Location Tracking
Location tracking system are designed for urban environment, using the
wealth of knowledge for localization in WSN. Table 1 of [7] describes and
summarizes localization algorithms that have been developed for indoor and
urban environments.
The modalities involved are usually radio frequency, ultrasound and
video capture, which is similar to localization in WSN. Notable recent de-
velopments includes Ubisense [8] and Olivetti and Oracle Research Labora-
tory (ORL) [9] ultrasonic location system.
Ubisense have been developed from the Active Badge and Bat projects
and has already been commercialized. The system used ultra-wideband
(UWB) to position tags in precise coordinates , using accurate localization
via carefully placed beacons. It requires careful placement and calibration
of what are called sensors (about 4 for every 400 square meters) so that all
tags can be localized accurately within a physical space.
Ubisense proactively keeps track of the locations of objects and stores
them in a central database. A context aware middleware enables a variety of
smart space applications. It can provide landmark based localization quite
easily, by using all object locations that are tracked proactively and stored
in a central database. However, since object locations are stored centrally,
it does not provide for either privacy of objects or physical spaces. Also,
based on our experience, it is difficult for a lay person to set up the system
easily.
An interesting alternative is the Magic Touch system [10], which actively
tracks the human hands and the objects it is in contact with. The system
assumes that the last known location of the objects can be retrieved during
a search. By the last known location, it means the last position the hand is
at when the object is dissociated with it. Again, object locations are stored
centrally, thus it does not provide for either privacy of objects or physical
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spaces. At the same time, the system requires all users to have custom made
gloves at all times. This is considered to be too inconvenient for widespread
deployment.
2.1.3 Radio Frequencies Identification Device Systems
Many RFID-based systems have been designed for urban deployment. The
Bewator CoTag [11] technology is mainly designed for security monitoring
and control, while Wavetrend [12] RFID systems are targeted at pharmaceu-
tical, heathcare, manufacturing and warehouse management. Such system
requires technical expertise during deployment. While the technology is al-
ready in commercial use, it is difficult to envision a global search system
to be trivially based on these technologies. Moreover, they do not provide
privacy and are also not robust to reconfigurations in the physical space.
2.2 Smart Spaces
For sensor based environments over large geographical area, there have been
also many proposals among the research community. An example is the
NIST Smart Space [13]. The smart environment in this project predicts and
reacts to the needs of individual users. However, this project hold no notion
of localizing objects. They concentrate mainly on the communication of
information.
2.2.1 Location Support System
An alternative form of smart space is that envisioned in [14]. Cricket [14]
provides a location support system, which allows users to locate services
(such as printing services via a printer) in their vicinity, using wireless de-
vices. The system allows individual devices to localized, without storing
these locations in a central database, providing a certain level of privacy.
However, the system does not support the notions of object and space
privacy, which we deemed highly desirable for MAX. Moreover, it is not
robust to reconfigurations of the physical space, and requires explicit de-
ployment involving technical expertise.
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2.3 Location Aware Computing
We will see that MAX requires coarse location information of localities and
the user. There is an assortment of location service of this nature engi-
neered for LAC. LAC is championed by Intel in [15]. LAC is defined in the
white paper as a combination of location technologies and location aware
applications. It is the location technologies that is of interest to MAX.
Location technologies can be divided into various orders of scale. At
the large scale, the location of locality and objects can be determined using
GPS. However, the cost would be forbidding for each object to have a GPS
receiver. Moreover, GPS is known to perform poorly indoors.
Alternatively, we can determine the position of users through the Wire-
less Wide Area Network (WWAN)1 positioning. The simplest form would
be localized the locality to a cell identity. With the E911 mandate [16],
more accurate location technologies will be deployed, such as Enhanced Ob-
served Time Difference (E-OTD), Up-Link Time of Arrival (UL-TOA) and
Assisted GPS (A-GPS). It is worthwhile to mention that a similar effort,
called E112, is being pursued in Europe.
Maybe of similar or smaller scale, Intel proposes Place Lab in [17]. In
Place Lab, the location can be determined by radio beacons from cellular
towers, 802.11 Access Point (AP) and others. To estimate location from AP,
it is proposed that war-driving databases [18] can be exploited.
While such location service is not essential to the operation of MAX,
it would enhance the capability of the system, providing contexts which
reduces the query scope automatically.
2.4 Sensor Database
It may be vaguely appropriate to relate this work to sensor database sys-
tems, such as Cougar [19] and TinyDB [20], since we query the physical
environment. In fact, our work does share similarity in design of a query
process, that utilizes “in-network” processing. However unlike these sys-
tems, we are not dealing with sensor data. The output of our tags are
generally non-redundant and thus cannot be aggregated. Moreover, these
systems are the least concerned about localization, which plays a central
1A common and pervasive example of WWAN is cellular phone systems.
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role in our application.
More closely related would be the investigation of query scoping as in
[21]. This system requires explicit tracking of the user’s activities, which is
considered invasion of privacy by our objectives. Thus, it is not ideal for
our purpose. Work in this area is sparse and thus much work would still be





To support the MAX application, it is essential to have an architecture in
place to do so. This will be the topic of this chapter. We will begin by
considering a local area, termed as locality, in which we build “bridges”
between the physical and digital worlds. Subsequently, we will extend the
architecture to allow for searches over large distances. By exploiting the
Internet’s reach, it is not hard to imagine that we can perform a search in a
location from the other side of the globe.
Before we begin, we will like to iterate that humans are powerful sensors
who are able to locate objects quickly based on cues and identifiable land-
marks. This will greatly reduce complexity of the system, yielding a simple
and scalable architecture.
We will first make explicit the architecture in a single locality, before
describing the network wide system which will glue the individual localities
into a single system.
3.1 System Architecture in a Locality
To allow searching of the physical world in the digital domain, some form of
“bridging” would be necessary. Such architectural design should be system-
atic and easy to set up. Thus, it is natural to adopt wireless technologies,
following technology trend in the past years. Consequently, the architecture
will be likely to be constrained to a small local area, given the throughput
of the wireless medium and power constraints of the devices. Moreover, it
would be easier to scale the system using a backbone network. Thus, we
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begin by describing the architecture of MAX in a locality.
In the system, a locality refers to a small area, which is owned by an
individual or an organization. More importantly, it provides boundaries
which are easily identifiable by people. Examples of a locality includes
a personal bedroom, an office cubicle, an office room and so on. These
localities provides partitions that can be easily recognized by anyone. For
the rest of the section, we will consider such a local area, which is effectively
dividing a large geographical area into smaller pieces.
The architecture of MAX within a locality, shown in Fig. 3.1, is hierar-
chical in nature with different logical entities at each level. The three tiers
are specifically Base Station (BS) which are associated with a locality; Sub-
Station (SS) which are tied to mainly static objects (usually large), such as
chairs, tables and shelves; and tags are bounded to small mobile items like
keys, books, cellular devices and documents.
The motivation for such a hierarchy is the way that humans organize and
describe the locations of their belongings. Normally, people will first provide
the location of the room or office the object is in, followed by where it is
relative to an easily identifiable landmarks. Such landmarks are likely to be
eye catching and in many occasions relatively static in nature. The BS serves
as a marking for the room or office, while the SS serves as an association to
the identifiable landmark. This will lead to ease of use, without hampering
flexibility with too many different devices.
In this system, we envision that all items will be tagged. This is permis-
sible by technology in the near future, as discussed in Section 1.1. Thus, the
search of all items in a locality is made possible through this architecture.
We should note that the labelling of these entities is a one-time process
initiated and performed by the owner of the locality. Little or no further
maintenance is required of the user. If an item is to change ownership, the
new owner is free to relabel his latest possession.
3.1.1 Entities of the Architecture
We will now proceed to describe each entity of the architecture for a locality
in greater details. The main entities are discussed as follows.
Base Station (BS) is the top tier of the hierarchy in a locality. It repre-












Figure 3.1: Three-tiered Architecture of MAX in a Locality – The Base
Station (BS) of the locality is connected to the various Sub-Station (SS),
which in turns communicate with the tags to provide an efficient search
within the locality.
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will be appropriately labelled as so. For example, it may be labelled as
“Alice’s bedroom”. The BS acts as a gateway between the backbone
network and the items in the locality. As a result, it is the “bridge”
between the physical and digital domains. We should note that it is
likely that this device will be line-powered, given its connection to the
backbone network.
Sub-Station (SS) is the next level in the hierarchy, providing a commu-
nication link between the BS and tags. They described objects that
are mainly static, such as a table or a cupboard. Their corresponding
descriptions could be “glass coffee table” and “large brown bookshelf”.
These objects will serve as landmarks, which will aid in the localization
of the tags.
Tags are associated with the most mobile items in the system. Each tag will
describe the object that it is attached to, such as “Book Harry Potter
Chamber of Secrets”. By allowing multiple words in the descriptor,
the onus is on the user to label the items logically for them to be found.
These items are easily movable, and thus are the objects that the user
would like to search for via MAX most of the time.
We note that tags can be marked as private or public, as one would
like to classify her belongings. This will provision for object privacy,
which is a topic to be discussed in Chapter 5
Other than these entities, there are several important entities in the
architecture that should be mentioned for completeness. They will be de-
scribed in the following.
Security Agent is incorporated into the BS to provide object and space
privacy. In short, it will serve to authenticate users before allowing a
query to be processed. This allows the user to be identified and ap-
propriate access rights to be given to the user. This will be explicated
in Chapter 5.
Query Terminal (QT) provides the Human Machine Interface (HMI) of
the system, allowing the user to query the localities via MAX. For the
system to be easy to use, the results should be presented in a manner
and language natural to humans. It should also be intuitive to use for
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most, if not all. Another important criteria is for the Query Termi-
nal (QT) to be platform independent, allowing devices ranging from
desktop computers to mobile phones to be used, providing ubiquitous
access to MAX. It should also be noted that one may also equip the
QT to read a tag directly for logistical purposes.
Writer are required occasionally to label or relabel the SS and tags with
appropriate descriptors. While this is a simple process, it is indis-
pensable in the system. The writer may be integrated with a query
terminal or possess an independent existence. In any case, we envision
two manners in which an object can be programmed. It is most likely
that the user label these tags using a writer. Alternatively, the man-
ufacturers, such as furniture makers, can label and embed the tags in
advance during the time of manufacture, though this is probably only
possible with widespread use of MAX.
3.2 Network Wide Architecture
Having described the search within a locality, such as a room or an office,
we will now describe how the search process is being performed over a wide
geographic area. By supporting wide area search, MAX opens up the possi-
bility of a user searching in different localities from anywhere in the world.
In short, we will empower people to search everywhere from anywhere.
An overview of the network wide architecture is shown in Fig. 3.2. This
backbone network will connect the various BS and QT, also allowing access
to the MAX Server (MS). Such a backbone network can easily exploit exist-
ing network connectivity, such as a Local Area Network (LAN) in a campus
or even the Internet. This will allows easy scaling of the system across a
wide geographic area.
When a query is being entered into the system, the foremost task is to
select the most appropriate set of BS to query. Towards this end, we argue
that humans are also powerful “memory devices”, who are able to provide a
coarse area to search within. We contend that such an area would drastically
reduce the set of BS that is of interest.
Alternatively, if no scope of search is provided by the user, the search
can begin from the area that the user is in or constrained to the set of












Figure 3.2: Architecture of MAX over the Backbone Network – An user
in the system is co-located with the Query Terminal (QT). The QT com-
municates with the MAX Server (MS), and subsequently the localities. The
architecture at each locality is outlined. For details, one can refer to Fig. 3.1.
One should note the background communication between the MS and local-
ities.
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immediate use, while the latter allows search of personal items that is likely
to be located in one’s personal areas. For the former, the QT would need to
determine the location of the user, if it is not provided by the user herself.
From the above, we can see that the primary function of the MS in a
query is to maintain and provide this desired set of BS. We should note
that the MS can also provide another level of filtering to distill a set of
BS that are most likely to provide positive response. This can be done by
having the MS periodically crawl the various BS and retrieving a Bloom
filter from each. Using this Bloom filter, the MS can determine the presence
of the query words for the respective BS. We should note that though false
positive is possible with Bloom filter, it is fine as the QT would verify the
list of BS provided by following up with an actual query.
3.2.1 Functions of Various Entities
We will now discuss in greater details the roles and functions of the various
entities in the network wide architecture. The description of some function
related to searching a locality, which is discussed previously, may be omitted
here for clarity of presentation.
Query Terminal (QT) is co-located with the user and provides the HMI,
as previously described. Other than the primary function as the HMI,
the QT performs cryptographic operations necessary for providing pri-
vacy, which is discussed later in the thesis.
The QT may also have to determine the location of the user. This is a
topic that is common studied in LAC. Various techniques has been de-
veloped in this field of research to localize the user, the simplest being
to use GPS. Other common techniques are discussed in Section 2.3.
While these techniques are of interest, they are not critical to our ap-
plication as we can always fall back on user input. Thus, they are not
being further investigated.
Base Station (BS) is the representative of the locality it is associated
with. Thus, for the location provided by the user or QT to make
sense, the BS must provide similar information that is comparable.
Having said that, the function of processing query remains as the core
function of the BS.
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Figure 3.3: Screen Shot of a Browser accessing MAX-Sesshoumaru Search
Engine
MAX Server (MS) is the central control entity of the MAX system. At
its simplest form, it maintains a list of BS and a database of users
with their keys. In such scenarios where the number of BS is limited
and manageable, the MS may return all of the BS during a query. Al-
ternatively, the MS may maintain more information and perform filter
operations to provide an appropriate set of BS, as discussed previously.
3.3 System Operation
We will now conclude the architecture with a high level overview of how the
system will be deployed and function. The exact details will be discussed
later.
Whenever a user wishes to find an object, he/she places the query via a
simple interface on the query terminal. For example in Fig. 3.3, the query
is “Book, Mehul”. This query is then communicated to one or more BS, as
returned by the MS, who then broadcast the query to the SS and tags in the
locality. This broadcast mechanism is done over multiple hops. Specifically,
the base-station could first transmit the query to the SS who in turn transmit
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it to the tags. The tags whose descriptors match one or more of the query
words respond to the BS, through the SS. The SS also compute the Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of these responses, and report them to
the base-station. The user then sees, at the query terminal, the results of
the tags ranked by the number of matches (for example, there could be
many objects which have the label book) along with their estimated relative
landmark based location. The relative location is estimated by associating
a tag with the sub-station which hears it with the maximum RSSI value. A
sample response is shown in Fig. 3.3.
Note that in the above discussion we have only given a high level overview
and not the precise mechanisms of the query protocol. Given the notorious
nature of the wireless channel, one may be concerned by using RSSI values
for estimating location. We will discuss this issue and many other concerns




Given the resource constraints of the devices in a locality, an efficient search
within the area will be of importance to the overall efficiency of the system.
For example, we have to consider the resource constraints of the SS, in terms
of energy. Other critical design choices, such as the type of tags to use, are
also of interest. To perform a fair and objective comparison of these choices,
we derive the optimal querying protocol within a locality.
We will take a look at the methodology used in the following section.
The problem of deriving the optimal querying protocols is then described,
with the results presented and discussed in the following section. By the end
of this chapter, we will gain insights into the design of the query protocol.
4.1 Methodology
To derive the query protocol systemically and efficiently, we have to explore
all possibilities. To do so, we will define the system model and present a
methodology to enable such systematic search.
4.1.1 System Model
We begin by introducing the following definitions and notations that will be
used.
Definition 1 A primitive state sp represents the knowledge a device in the
system possesses. The system is said to be in the primitive state, when the
device in the system has the specified knowledge.
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Definition 2 A state s is then a collection of primitive states, representing
the knowledge of the various devices in the system.
Given a certain system state, or a primitive state, we can now define the
protocol as a series of actions performed. Thus, we define the following.
Definition 3 An action a is an operation that brings about the existence of
a primitive state ζp(a), incurring a cost c(a) in the process. For an action
to be valid, the system has to be in some prior primitive state, termed as
the pre-requisite primitive state ςp(a). Thus, if some state includes the pre-
requisite primitive state, the action can be performed in the system. We
denote the set of such states as ς(a).
Definition 4 A protocol p is then a vector of actions a. For a protocol to
be valid for a task, the protocol must bring the system from a starting state
sS to the desired end state sE. The cost of the protocol is then the sum of
that for all its action. This means that if protocol
p = {a1, a2, · · · , an}, (4.1)
where {ai,∀1 ≤ i ≤ n} are actions in the protocol. Then, the corresponding





One should note that the order of the actions in a protocol is of significance,
though it is inconsequential to the cost of the protocol.
Under these definitions, there may be many valid protocols, i.e., many
protocols may bring the system from sS to sE . We denote this set of valid
protocols as PV (sS , sE). Our aim is to find the optimal protocol p∗(sS , sE),
where
C(p∗) ≤ C(pi),∀i. (4.3)
Therefore the problem of finding the optimal protocol can be expressed as




To do so, we represents the system as a graph G, where the states s are
represented as vertexes and the actions a are represented as edges. In other
words, G = (S,A) for S = {si,∀i} and A = {ai,∀i}. We note that an edge
exist from state s1 to state s2 if and only if there exists an action a for which
s1 ∈ ς(a) and s2 = {s1, ζp(a)}. The weight of the edge will then be the cost
of the corresponding action c(a).
In the above, we have formulated the system to have Markovian states,
i.e., the next state depends only on the current state and the action taken.
This allows for the set of possible actions at state s, denoted by As, to be
independent of the previous states. Hence, As = {a,∀s ∈ ς(a)}. This allows
the problem to be tractable. However, as the state-action space increases,
the problem becomes increasingly intractable. Thus, we perform pruning of
the state-action space, as demonstrated in the next section.
Finally, we observe that the optimal protocol, which is a sequence of
actions, is the minimum cost path from the starting state to the desired end
state. This can be easily and efficiently obtained via well-known shortest
path algorithms, such as Dijkstra [22].
4.1.2 Illustration of System Model
To clarify the above formulation and bring out some subtle points of the
optimization, we will apply the methodology to a sample problem. This
sample problem is a small but representative subset of the final optimization
that we will solve. We note that this methodology is applied oﬄine and
involves simplications for tractability of problem. It may be possible to
extend the metholodogy to become online, accounting for exact location
and thus costs of each actions. This is however not explored in this thesis.
We define the primitive states in Table 4.1 and the actions in Table 4.2.
The start state is defined as sS = {sP1 } and the end state is any state that
contains sP6 .
At this point, we can try to list possible protocols, such as {a1, a2, a3}
or {a4, a5, a6}, and compare them. However, no optimality can be spoken
of about the protocol found using such haphazard search. Alternatively, we
can form the states from the primitive states list by permutation, which
results in 32 states for this example. Then we find the optimal protocol
using some shortest path algorithm, as described in the previous section.
Here, we will do neither. Instead, we will form the states and the graph
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Table 4.1: List of Primitive States
sP1 SS know query statement.
sP2 Tags know query statement.
sP3 Tags know match count.
sP4 Tags know query for descriptors.
sP5 SS know all tag descriptors.
sP6 SS knows match count and identity of all tags.
Table 4.2: List of Actions
Action, a ςP (a) ζP (a)
a1 SS send query statement. SP1 s
P
2
a2 Tags calculate match count. SP2 s
P
3
a3 Tags send match count and identity. SP3 s
P
6
a4 SS query all tags for descriptors. SP1 s
P
4
a5 Tags reply descriptors. SP4 s
P
5
a6 SS calculate match count for all tags. SP5 s
P
6
simultaneously, allowing a drastic reduction in state-action space. We will
yield only 14 states, knowing that the other 18 states are irrelevant to our
optimal protocol. The algorithm to form the states and graph is as shown
in Fig. 4.1.
This algorithm will yield the graph G, as shown in Fig. 4.2, for our
sample problem. We observe that many end states are possible, given sP6
is desired. For ease of computation, we define a costless action a0, where
ςP (a0) = sP6 and ζ
P (a0) = {sP1 , sP2 , sP3 , sP4 , sP5 , sP6 }. The costless action is
shown in gray in Fig. 4.2. Thus, we take sE = {sP1 , sP2 , sP3 , sP4 , sP5 , sP6 } and
perform the shortest path algorithm.
4.2 Optimal Protocols
Having detailed the methodology, we now seek the optimal protocol to query
a locality. The starting state would be the delivery of the user’s query to the
BS and the desired end state is the knowledge of the result to be returned
to the user at the BS. In our optimization problem, we consider 45 primitive
states and 64 actions, which is derived through permutations of the various
devices and information. The state-action space is pruned from 3.518×1013
to 89, 350 using the algorithm described, in Fig. 4.1. It is not hard to see
that the algorithm can be easily automated, by building the graph up as
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1. Initialize the graph as an empty set, i.e., G = ∅.
2. Add starting state sS into G.
3. For each state s added in the last iteration (at step 4,
else step 2), consider the valid actions for the state,
As.
4. For each action a ∈ As, if ζP (a) 6∈ s, add {ζP (a), s} and its
corresponding edge from s into G.
5. If there are states added in step 4, iterate from step 3,
else terminate.














































































































Figure 4.2: Graph yield for sample problem using algorithm described – The
costless action a0 is shown in gray, while the other actions are described in
Table 4.2. The primitive states are separately described in Table 4.1.
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discussed.
In this optimization, we are concerned with energy consumption. This
is critical since we assume that the battery-powered SS, energy is a scarce
resource that should be conserved to ensure longevity of the devices. Since
the primary concern with energy relates to the lifetime of the system, we
define energy as the average amount of energy consumed by the battery-
powered devices for a query.
In addition, results must be returned to the user as quickly as possible to
enhance user experience. Thus, we also investigate the latency of protocols.
We define latency as the time elapsed from the entry of the query statement
to when the results are returned.
As previously mentioned, we will derive the energy and latency opti-
mal protocols for various design choices, using Dijsktra’s algorithm. These
protocols in turn give us an insight into these design choices.
4.2.1 Parameters of Optimization
We model the BS a customized line-powered device connected to the back-
bone network. Therefore, we assume that the BS is computationally pow-
erful and line-powered. As a result, any computation within the BS suffers
negligible delay, as compared to those done by SS and tags. We note that
the minimization of energy is to achieve longevity, thus we neglect any en-
ergy cost of actions performed by BS. On the other hand, we caution that
communication between the BS and SS would incur cost at the SS, which
cannot be ignored.
The SS are modelled as Crossbow MICA2DOT motes [2] with SkyeTek
M1-Mini [23] RFID readers. The tags considered as passive RFID tags, such
as ISO-15693 [24]. We note that an inventory of the RFID tags by the SS
is an one-time process1, which can be ignored for each query. The resulting
values used in the optimization are presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.
4.2.2 Results of Optimization
We apply the methodology described and values presented in the previous
section to yield optimal protocols for various circumstances. The corre-
1In the ISO RFID standard, the reader performs an inventory of tags in its vicinity.
The tags are subsequently polled when they are read.
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Table 4.3: Hardware Device Parameters
Description Symbol Value
General Values
Length of Match Value LM 1 byte
Length of RSSI Values LR 1 byte
Length of Query LQ 4 words
Maximum Length of Descriptor LD 8 words
Length of Each Word LW 16 bytesa
Base Station (BS) to Sub-Station (SS) Communication (MICA2DOT Mote)b
Power Required to Transmit P TS 8.7 mW
c
Data Rate RS 38.4 kbps
SS (MICA2 Mote)d
Processing Speed SS 4 MHz
Power Required PAS 46.5 mW
SS-Tags Communication (SkyeRead M1-Minie)
Power Requiredf PT 82.5 mW
Data Rateg RT 26 kbps
Tags (RFID)h
Processing Speedi ST 20 kHz
aThe average length of an English word, considering all words, is between 4 and 5.
However, the average length of word in use may not be so. Thus, a convenient value is
chosen for analysis before an more accurate value can be determined from further research.
bInformation can be found in [25] and [1].
cThis represents the additional power required for the SS to transmit. The power
required to keep it awake is also required.
dInformation are extracted from [25].
eThe reader has a read range of 7 to 15 cm depending on the antenna used. The values
are available in [26]. The SkyeRead M1-Mini is assumed to be switched off when not in
use, thus drawing 60 µA.
fPower is provided by RFID reader.
gData rate is based on ISO15693.
hProcessing power would be the same as the communication power requirement at 82.5
mW , since the tags are passive.
iThe processing of the RFID tag are accomplished by hardware implementations and
thus support true parallel processing. However, the speed is highly restricted by the power
available. Thus, a equivalent speed of 18.7 kHz is estimated from the required processing
for comparing an unique identifier, as specified in ISO15693. Therefore, the convenient
value of 20 kHz is used.
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Table 4.4: Optimization Parameters
Description Symbol Value
Number of Sub-Station (SS)
Exact Number of SSa NS 50
Number of Tags





Maximum Number of Tags under
a SS
maxiN iT 45
Number of Selected Tags





Maximum Number of Selected
Tags under a SSd
maxiN iT (S) 10
Scaling Factor for Different Decisione
Decision by SS 1.5
Decision by Base Station (BS), where a threshold match
count is used for querying the descriptors.
1.3
Decision by BS based on approximated statistics, where spe-
cific identities are used for querying the descriptors.
1.15
Decision by BS based on accurate statistics and specific iden-
tities are used for querying the descriptors.
1
aWe consider a 5 m by 5 m room densely deployed with SS. Thus, the total number of
furniture and immobile objects is estimated to be around 50.
bAn average of 30 tags is expected for each SS, giving a total of 1500 tags in reality.
However, due to overlapping coverage of the SS, the number is multiplied by 1.5. This
degree of overlap is low, since we are considering Skye’s RFID reader with a maximum
range of 15 cm.
cWe assume that a user would require a total of 40 results only. It is based on the
intuition that searches are seldom useful beyond a small portion of the returned results.
dWe assume an asymmetric distribution of desired objects in the room. This is assumed
because it is common to cluster similar objects together.
eWe note that the values of
∑
i
N iT (S) and maxiN
i
T (S) would be different for different
types of decision made. This is because this overlap information is not available to all the
SS. Thus, we scale these values for different decisions made.
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Table 4.5: Optimal Protocols for Various Circumstances
















































If the energy optimal and latency optimal protocols differs, they are indicated by an asterisk (∗)
or plus (+) respectively.
sponding cost, in terms of energy and latency, are also recorded. The result-
ing protocols and their costs for various situations are presented in Table 4.5
and Table 4.6. For a listing of the optimal protocols, the reader is referred
to Appendix B. In the next section, we will study these results in depth
to gain insights towards designing an appropriate querying protocol for a
locality.
We should note that in most wireless systems there exists a energy ef-
ficiency and latency tradeoff, i.e., improving the performance of one metric
implies relaxing the requirement on the other. However, due to the passive
nature of RFID, this is not true for most cases in our results. In our design
of optimal protocols, the delay optimal and energy optimal protocols are
identical in most scenarios. This is somewhat interesting.
4.3 Design Choices
With the optimal protocols derived, we will now study the various design
choices. We starts by exploring the use of a customized smart tag that can
calculate and transmit its match count to the SS. It can also transmit its
descriptor according to a match count threshold.
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Table 4.6: Optimal Protocols for Different Tag Density















































If the energy optimal and latency optimal protocols differs, they are indicated by an asterisk (∗)
or plus (+) respectively.
Then, we look at the appropriate amount of processing to push down to
different levels of the hierarchy. In a centralized system, the SS are asked
to report all responses or their statistics to the BS. In a distributed system,
each SS can independently does some processing and decision making to
decide what subset of the results or their statistics to return to the BS.
We note that results can be maximally relevant or heuristic (see Def-
inition 5). A user would like to have NT (S) results for a single query. A
maximally relevant result is one which consists of all of the NT (S) results
with the highest match counts. By match count, we mean the number of
descriptors on a tag which match some part of the query. This would require
all match count and identity pairs to be returned to the BS for selection to
be performed.
Alternatively, the BS may decide on the match count threshold based on
other statistics such as match count vector or a subset of the match count
and identity pairs. In such cases, the results will be termed as heuristic. An
example of a heuristic method is when each SS could independently decide to
return only results which are above some minimum match count threshold.
This can significantly reduce the communication load of the system.
Definition 5 (Relevance) The results returned to the user should ideally
be of maximal relevance to the user. By maximal relevance, we mean that the
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sum of the match counts across all results returned to the user is maximized.
Alternatively, some heuristic can be employed to determine the set of results,
without any guarantee towards maximizing the sum of match counts. Thus,
depending on how the results are returned, we classify results as being either
maximally relevant or heuristic.
Subsequently, we investigate the effect of overlap (see Definition 6),
which is related to the number of tags a SS can see (or equivalently the num-
ber of SS that a tag can communicate with). To test the effect of overlap,





T = 7500; maxiN
i




T (S) and maxiN
i
T (S) by
5 for decision by match count decided by SS and 4 for decision by match
count decided by BS2. These figures have changed to reflect the degree of
overlap. Though the query optimization is independent of the devices used,
it can be seen that different devices may have different overlap due to their
communication ranges. Hence, degree of overlap will be one of the factors
considered in device choices.
Definition 6 (Overlap) Overlap refers to the fact that a tag might be
within transmission range of several SS. If the mean number of SS covering
a tag is large, the system is said to have a large overlap. Given the dynamics
of the wireless channel, it is clear that if there are large overlaps, then, due
to the variations in the wireless channel, it is likely that a tag might not be
associated with the nearest SS.
Finally, the number of tags is changed from 1500 to 500 and 5000, rep-
resenting low and high number of tags respectively. This allows us to assess
the scalability of the system.
4.3.1 Customized versus Commercial Off-The-Shelf Tags
We start by exploring the use of a customized smart tag that can calculate
and transmit its match count to the SS. It can also transmit its descriptor
according to a match count threshold specified by the SS.
2We note that the exact number of selected tags will be transmitted if the querying is
performed using identities decided by the BS having a complete set of match count and
identity pairs. However if querying is performed using a threshold match count decided at
BS, the descriptors of tags in the vicinity of more than one SS will be retrieved multiple
times due to overlap. Thus, the number of returned results must be scaled to reflect this
condition. The condition is made worse by “ill-informed” local decisions performed at SS.
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This feature is invariantly used in all optimal protocols where the smart
tags are allowed, namely protocol C, D, F and G3. Thus, the optimal pro-
tocol for smart tags operates in multiple rounds. In the first round, tags
which have matches to the query respond with their match counts. In the
subsequent round, only tags which have match counts greater than some
threshold are polled for their descriptors with their identities.
For dumb tags, the only sensible response is for all tags to return their
descriptors, which are stored in the SS for further processing. The tags are
not involved in any subsequent action. This is indeed observed in protocol
A, B, E, H and I.
We note that the above observations indicate that using smart tags has
lowered the memory requirement of the SS. More specifically, the smart
tags requires the storage of selected tags’ descriptors, while the dumb tags
demands the SS to store the descriptors of all tags around them. Given that
memory constraints are expected at SS, which are to be small and cheap.
Consideration of smart tags is well motivated.
Another consequence of using smart tags is a decrease in both energy
consumption and latency, as observed in Fig. 4.3. The energy consumed
decreased by an average of 17.66 times, while the delay incurred decreased
by an average of 1.31 times for a low overlap system. An enormous benefit
is therefore expected by deployment of smart tags.
Similarly for a high overlap system, the energy consumed and latency
incurred by using dumb tags is increased by 37.25 times and 2.71 times
respectively, shown also in Fig. 4.3. Both values are significantly larger than
that for low overlap systems. This signifies an increase in the benefits of
using smart tags as that the overlap the system experiences increases.
We have shown that significant savings in memory utilization, latency
and energy can be achieved with smart tags, especially in a high overlap
system. It is therefore highly desirable for the tags to be able to calculate
and transmit its own match count. Thus despite of the potential cost of
losing the economy of scale, the customization of tags should be seriously
considered.






















Figure 4.3: Smart Tags to Dumb Tags – Both energy consumption and
latency increases when the tags are disallowed from calculating and trans-
mitting their match count.
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4.3.2 Distribution of Computational Burden
To see how computational burden should be distributed, we compared the
protocols for a centralized and distributed system. It is somewhat surprising
to observe little or no difference in energy consumption and latency between
centralized and distributed decisions for a low overlap system. The energy
consumed and latency changes by a small amount as indicated in Table 4.5.
As a matter of fact, the protocols do not change if subjected to the highly
restraining requirement of achieving maximal relevance. For low overlap
system providing heuristic results, the SS would send the match count vector
for a centralized system (protocol A and C ), and either send a locally decided
match count (protocol E and G) or locally filter the descriptors (protocol
F ) for a distributed system. This change does not render a large saving in
energy or latency.
This result should be put into perspective. Firstly, the SS are modelled
as Crossbow MICA2DOT sensors, which consume significant idle power.
Thus, the energy for computation may well be significant compared to that
for communication, discouraging local computation. Secondly, the degree of
overlap of the system have significant impact on the results.
As expected for high overlap system, significant benefits of distributing
the processing can be seen in Fig. 4.4. The latency is decreased by 0.836 and
0.507 times for dumb and smart tags respectively. For smart tags, a signifi-
cant decrease in energy consumed of 0.566 times can also be observed. The
savings are results of the SS’s local filtering of the descriptors (demonstrated
by protocol F and H ), which greatly reduces the amount of communication
between the SS and BS in distributed system with high overlap.
We can also see in Table 4.6 that the local filtering of descriptors are
used for systems with high density of tags, i.e., protocol F and H. Though
the savings are moderate for dumb tags and more significant for smart tags.
By pushing the computation load down the hierarchy, there is a slight
improvement in a low overlap system. However, significant benefits can be
reaped in a high overlap system, by allowing a local filtering of the descrip-
tors. Therefore, the distribution of the computation load is more important
as the degree of overlap increases in the system. However, the constraint of
providing maximally relevant results may restrict the system to a centralized
one, thus preventing the distribution of computation load. These are to be

















Energy-Latency Comparisons of Optimal Protocols
Smart Tag/Heuristic(High Overlap)
Dumb Tag/Heuristic(High Overlap)
Figure 4.4: Centralized Decision to Distributed Decision – When the SS in
a high overlap system are disallowed from deciding which results are to be





















Energy-Latency Comparisons of Optimal Protocols
Smart Tag(Low Overlap)
Dumb Tag(Low Overlap)
Figure 4.5: Heuristic Result to Maximally Relevant Result – To ensure
maximally relevant results, the energy consumed increases slightly but the
latency increases drastically.
4.3.3 Maximally Relevant Result
We would like to investigate the cost of ensuring maximally relevant results,
as shown in Fig. 4.5. An increase in latency and little change in energy
consumed is observed, when maximally relevant results are required over
heuristic ones. They have increased by 1.789 and 1.097 times respectively.
For maximally relevant results, the match count and identity pairs of the
tags are all delivered to the BS, accounting for the increased latency. This
observation that demanding maximally relevant results would constrain the
system to be centralized, is also previously made in Section 4.3.2. However,
as match count and identity pairs are small in size and querying by identities
eliminates any unnecessary querying of descriptors, the energy increment is
minimal.
We can see that a significant saving in latency can be achieved by forego-
ing maximally relevant results, through allowing the system to reduce com-
munication load by sending approximate information. However, the effect






















Figure 4.6: Increasing Degree of Overlap – Both energy consumption and
latency increases with increased overlap, especially significant in systems
using dumb tags.
tation. The aim is to provide sufficient information for users’ satisfaction,
without exceeding the delay constraints.
4.3.4 Coverage – Degree of Overlap
In Fig. 4.6, we investigate the effect of increasing overlap. It can be seen
that the increase in energy consumed ranges from 1.350 to 3.329 times.
Similarly, the increase in latency ranges from 1.133 to 3.245 times. A large
increase is observed in both energy consumed and latency incurred. The
large increment in cost is due to the large number of repetitions, especially
with dumb tags.
As the overlap increases, the value of distributing the computation bur-
den also increases. By distribution of the computation, the increase in la-
tency is reduced, evidenced in Fig. 4.6. In fact, the optimal protocols for
a distributed system with high overlap prefers local filtering of descriptors
(i.e., protocol H and F ) to sending locally decided match count (i.e., proto-
col E and G). This is previously discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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We can see an increase in latency and energy as the overlap of the system
increases. There is also an increasing preference for distribution of compu-
tation load. Thus, the degree of overlap in the system must be carefully
controlled, while providing coverage within the locality.
4.3.5 Scalability – Number of Tags
We look at the effects of increasing the number of tags, with the results
being shown in Fig. 4.7(a). As the number of tags increases from 500 to
1500, the energy consumed and latency incurred increases by 2.284 and
1.198 times respectively. An increment of 3.084 and 1.383 times is observed
respectively in the energy consumed and latency incurred as the number of
tags is increased from 500 to 2500.
This increment is in response to the increase in number of tags. A cor-
responding response in protocol can be observed. For example, the protocol
for a centralized system with dumb tags has shifted from protocol B (send-
ing all match count-ids to the base station) to A (sending a match count
vector) and later to protocol E (send a locally decided match count), as the
density of nodes increases. For distributed system, the option of locally fil-
tering is available (i.e., protocol F and H ) and thus utilized at high density
of tags.
We can also see that the increase is marginal for smart tags, see Fig. 4.7(b),
allowing for more tags per SS to be deployed. This makes smart tags espe-
cially attractive for systems with high density of tags.
The latency and energy increases as the number of tags increases. This
would place a limit on the number of tags that can be served under a BS,
given a certain delay constraint. The problem may be mitigated by using
smart tags, though that may lead to a loss of economy of scale. Alternatively,
this points to the need for multiple BS to serve large locality, which is likely
















Energy-Latency Comparisons of Optimal Protocols
Centralised/Dumb Tag
Distributed/Dumb Tag
(a) Increasing Number of Tags : As the number of tags increases,
the energy consumption and latency of systems using dumb tags
increases. See Fig. 4.7(b) (expanded version of the bottom left of


















Energy-Latency Comparisons of Optimal Protocols
Centralised/Smart Tag
Distributed/Smart Tag
(b) Increasing Number of Tags (Smart Tags) as expanded from
Fig. 4.7(a) : As the number of tags increases, the energy con-
sumption and latency of systems using smart tags increases less
significantly as compared to those using dumb tags.
Figure 4.7: Scalability – Effects of increasing number of tags.
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Chapter 5
Object and Space Privacy
In the past chapters, we have described what MAX is, how it is being or-
ganized and how it searches the physical space. We have argued that MAX
facilitate a human-centric search of the world, empowering many new ap-
plications. An apparent application would be the ability to share and trade
with ease that is not possible before. Many such applications would require
privacy to be guaranteed.
Let us consider the simple and obvious application of sharing books
within a college campus. You might not wish for others to locate some
books, such as your prized collection of out-of-print books, thus you would
like to mark them as private. And you are really quite friendly about sharing
the rest of the books, which in contrast should be labelled public. You would
wish for the location of the public books to be made known to the rest of
the world, while your private books are safe from requests of loan. This is
what we call object privacy.
Similarly, you would not want people to invade your personal space. If
you are a faculty, you would not want students to know where you have kept
their examination scripts. Such a notion of privacy is what we call space
privacy. In essence, MAX has to prevent “electronic trespassing” of areas,
while allowing the system to be functionally useful. Such a notion of privacy
is unique to systems that provide information about a physical space, and
has not been discussed in any prior work to our best knowledge.
By employing wireless communication technology, MAX is exposed to
many privacy risks, such as eavesdropping. At the same time, the backbone
network is also plagued with dangers. We will now discuss mechanisms to
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provide both connotations of privacy we have discussed, namely object and
space privacy. These mechanisms have to take into account the resource
constraints of the SS and tags.
5.1 Object Privacy
By saying that we ensure object privacy, we mean the provision for an ob-
ject to be make public or private. A public object can be readily located
by anyone, while a private object can only be located by its owner. This
may sounds trivial at first thought but it is hardly so. Public objects must
be readily located while private objects must be protected, when both are
placed in the same room. Moreover, the private objects of different individ-
uals may be co-located in a single locality.
5.1.1 Cryptography for Object Privacy
Given the resource constraints of the tags, it would be impossible to perform
complicated authentication. Moreover, such an approach would consume
any excessive amount of energy. At the same time, there is a memory
constraint that must be considered.
Hence, we propose the use of cryptography to protect the privacy of
objects. Private objects would have their descriptors encrypted while public
objects will store their descriptors stored as plaintext. When public objects
are being searched for, the query will be in plaintext and the descriptors
in public tags will match appropriately while those in private tags will not
return a match.
Alternatively, when an user queries for her private objects, the query
statement would be encrypted. These resulting encrypted query words
would match the encrypted descriptors of private objects owned by the
user. By encrypting the content of private tags, their descriptors would
not be comprehensive by anyone else other than the owner. This would
make it nearly impossible to query for these private objects. Moreover, it is
possible to perform all the cryptographic operations at the QT and/or BS,
which is less resource limited.
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5.1.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Given the memory constraints of the tag, one may suggest the use of sym-
metric cipher which generally provide better protection for shorter key size.
This is especially true, given that there is no issue of key exchange, i.e., no
one other than the owner would need to query these private objects.
However, we have chosen public cryptography instead. Public cryptog-
raphy will serve a dual purpose of ensuring space privacy, a topic to be
discussed in the next section. However, public cryptography poses a prob-
lem in terms of the length of the descriptors. For example, by choosing
RSA, a key size of 512 bits is recommended. Consequently, each word will
be encrypted into a 64 bytes cipher. It would be horribly inefficient to rep-
resent a word of 20 characters in a cipher thrice as long. Moreover, there
might not be sufficient memory in the tag and SS to accommodate this.
So, we need public cryptography with a small key size to encrypt con-
tents of private tags, while being able to tolerate computational complexity
since operations are performed by powerful QT and BS. While it is unclear
what is the best cryptography technique to deploy, we explore the use of
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). ECC with a key size of 112 bits pro-
vides equivalent protection of RSA with a key size of 512 bits [27]. The
consequential cipher length is sufficiently short, as later demonstrated in
our implementation.
5.2 Space Privacy
We can designate a locality to be public, private or off-limits in MAX. These
degrees of privacy are described in the following, in increasing order of pri-
vacy.
Public areas can be queried by everyone. Landmark based localization of
the tags in the results will be delivered to the user, allowing her to
locate these objects efficiently.
Private areas allow for queries to be processed, but the user can only as-
certain the presence or absence of the object in the locality. To gather
landmark based results from private areas, the user must be authen-
ticated and authorized to do so. We will discuss this notion of space
privacy later.
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Off-limits areas are at the other extreme. In sharp contrast to public areas,
no queries will be allowed unless the user is authenticated and verified
to be authorized.
5.2.1 Notion of Private Spaces
One may argue that public and off-limits spaces are enough, given that they
mimics access to physical spaces in real life, i.e, a room can only be locked
or unlocked. However, we contend otherwise. More specifically, we propose
that the two extreme notions of security for physical spaces, i.e, public and
off-limits, are insufficient. To see this, we use two possible scenarios as
illustration.
1. In the first case, Bob has inadvertently left his private object in Al-
ice’s room, which is marked off-limits. In effect, Bob’s object is not
searchable by both Bob and Alice, meaning it is lost.
2. Alternatively, Alice may wish to put up her laptop for sale. In order
for interested buyers to locate her laptop, Alice will have to mark
her space public. However, these searches will do landmark based
localization and return the location of Alice’s laptop with respect to
other objects in her house, such as her Hi-Fi stereo. While Alice does
not want to leave her laptop in a public space, which is physically
insecure, she may not like the idea that everyone can search her room.
Our response to this insufficiency is the notion of a private space. With
this notion, when a person searches either for his private object or a public
object in another person’s private space, she can only ascertain the presence
or the absence of the object in the space and not its location. However if the
owner of a private space searches for his private or public objects, the search
results will be localized with respect to landmarks. It should be noted that
a binary answer is sufficient for an item to be found or put up for sale. We
believe that the notion of private space opens up many new possibilities for
MAX.
To make clear this idea of a private space, we consider the results of
various users searching a private space. The object privacy of the items
are also being considered, demonstrating the flexibility resulting from our
notions of object and space privacy.
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Table 5.1: Results returned for Each User during Search in Alice’s Private
Space
Querying Objects
User Alice’s Public Alice’s Private Bob’s Private
Alice Landmark based Landmark based None
Localization Localization
Bob Presence/Absence None Presence/Absence
Charlie Presence/Absence None None
5.2.2 Mechanism for Space Privacy
The notions of space privacy is ensured via the use of security agents, residing
within BS, and public cryptography. More specifically, we will continue to
employ ECC to provide space privacy. One should note that the same set
of public and private keys are used for both object and space privacy. We
will now illustrate the process by walking through a query.
1. To begin, a user has to retrieve her public and private keys from the
MS, via a secure channel. More precisely, a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
channel is being set up. Using this channel, the username and pass-
word are then sent for authentication. Upon verification, the public
and private keys will then be delivered across the secure channel.
2. The user then placed a query at the QT, which will be delivered to
the various BS of interest. Secured SSL channels will be established
with each of these BS. Each BS will then verify the integrity of the
user by sending the QT a random message encrypted by her public
key. This would entails the retrieval of the user’s public key from the
MS by each BS. The successful decryption of the cipher to yield the
random message will be evidence of her integrity.
3. The query is then processed according to the rights of the user. The
results of the search will be appropriately processed, before they are
delivered to the user via the established SSL channel.
We should note that the authentication is performed by the security
agents residing at the BS, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. These agents will
also retrieve the public key of the alleged user from the MS.
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5.2.3 Privacy over the Wireless Channel
With SSL and ECC authentication, we have effectively prevent an invasion
of privacy in the backbone network. However due to the use of wireless
communication technologies, we have to prevent effective eavesdropping over
the wireless channel which is broadcast in nature.
Given the resource constraints of the devices, it would be difficult to
provision for public cryptography. The consideration of resource limitations
for security concerns is not unique to MAX and has been considered for ap-
plications in WSN. We exploit the lessons learnt from this arena of research
and chooses block cipher.
Specifically, we have selected the use of TinySec [28], which uses Cipher
Block Chaining (CBC). We should note that Skipjack is being provided in
the implementation, while RC5 and AES are also possible. The choice of
TinySec is also partly due to the use of TinyOS (TOS) and Crossbow motes,
where TinySec is readily available. With the fury of research in the area of
WSN security, it will not be surprising that a better option will soon emerge.
5.3 Summary of Privacy
So far we have described the mechanisms for object and space privacy sep-
arately. Here we now provide a short summary of the mechanisms used, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. From the figure, we can observe that the communica-
tion channels are secured using SSL and TinySec for the backbone network
and wireless channels respectively. Furthermore, authentication of user in-
tegrity is performed at the BS to provide space privacy, using public key
cryptography namely ECC. At the same time, ECC serves a dual purpose
of encrypting the descriptors of private tags, to provide object privacy.
We demonstrate the use of public cryptography to authenticate the user
and provide object privacy through an illustration here. Consider a user
querying her private objects, the QT will connect to the BS and deliver the
query. The BS would then encrypt a random message using the public key
of the alleged user the QT claims to represent and send it. By decrypting
the random message, the integrity of the user is ensured. Then the query
message is being encrypted by the user’s public key and sent as query to
the SS. We note that the encryption is performed by the BS, preventing a

















Figure 5.1: Security Features within the MAX Architecture – An user in the
system is co-located with the Query Terminal (QT), thus it is the “digital
user” that communicates with the MAX Server (MS) and Base Station (BS)
to perform a query.
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privacy is ensured.
One may argue that one’s private object may be possessed by another
person, who can attempt to decode the descriptor by encrypting different
words with the user’s public key. We acknowledge this issue, but note that
there is no motivation to decode the descriptor when the person already
possess the item. We also take the opportunity to emphasize that MAX
is not designed to provide security that prevent theft, thus private objects
should still be physically secured.
Before we conclude the chapter, we would like to emphasize that the
provision of privacy in MAX is an important and indispensable factor for
the application to be widely adopted. Following the common advice, we have






In this chapter, we will describe an implementation of the MAX system, as
described in the previous chapters. The system is codenamed Sesshoumaru1,
and it supercedes the original prototype codenamed Dietz2.
The prototype will be developed using Crossbow MICA2 motes as SS and
MICA2DOT motes as tags [2]3. We have used TOS version 1.1.10 (Jan 2005
CVS edition) and Sun Java 1.4.2 for our development. The query protocol
employed in the prototype will exploit the many insights gained from the
optimal querying protocols derived in Chapter 4. Since the optimal protocols
are derived assuming an essentially stateless system, many changes would
be expected, especially considering that the tags are motes.
We will now present this implementation, which will complete the thesis
by realizing the architecture and protocols designed. At the same time, the
privacy considerations will also be fulfilled in the implementation. After the
description, the design experience will be outlined for the benefits of future
development.
1This prototype of MAX is named Sesshoumaru, after a character in Japanese anima-
tion “Inuyasha”. This character plays the role of Hanzen Youkai (Perfect Demon) in the
animation.
2Sesshoumaru also supercedes the prototypes developed by the final year projects of
Huang Limei, Philip Lim Chern Sia and Tran Trong Tri.
3Attempts to use Crossbow MICA2DOT motes [2] with SkyeTek M1-Mini Reader [26]
has been in vain due to lack of technical support and integration of the products at the
time of development. Therefore, a prototype is developed using the motes.
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Table 6.1: Memory Consumption (in bytes) of Tag and Sub-Station.
Components Read Only Memory Read Access Memory
Sub-Station 17442 1486
Tag 15130 1123
6.1 MAX in a Locality
To fulfill the functionalities of MAX within a locality, we emulated the tags
with MICA2DOT and the SS with MICA2. The two devices are very similar
with the most marked difference being their sizes. Both the devices are
programmed using TOS. The memory consumption of the implementation
of tag and SS is shown in Table 6.1. We note that the values are well below
the capacity of the devices used. The connection diagram for the tag is
shown in Fig. 6.1, while the corresponding one for the SS is presented in
Fig. 6.2.
6.1.1 Tags
By the use of MICA2DOT, we allow for smart tags to be deployed. From
our optimal protocols, we have seen the benefits of smart tags and their
appropriate use. In our scenario, where a high overlap and interference
from the SS are expected, it is inconceivable to use a dumb tag. Thus, we
programmed the MICA2DOT to be a smart tag, as shown in the Fig. 6.1.
We will briefly provide a short description of the components here, with
details of design choices provided in Appendix C. Administrative and stan-
dard TOS components will not be discussed here.
SingleDescriptor holds the descriptor for the tag and stores it in the
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only-Memory (EEPROM).
Upon startup, the descriptor will be retrieved from the EEPROM,
allowing the device to power cycle without loss of data.
ReliableComm provides reliable communication through the provision of
explicit acknowledgment for unicast. Reliable broadcast is currently
not supported. Retransmissions will be scheduled if the acknowledg-
ment is not received. The component overload the standard GenericComm,
providing the same interfaces with an additional control interface.
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Figure 6.1: Connection Diagram for Tag – Connection diagrams for the
sub-components can be found in Appendix C Section C.1 and Section C.3.
Query is the component that holds the query statement and compares it
with the descriptor held in SingleDescriptor. We note that a query
word is considered matched if it contains a descriptor word. The match
count of the tag is then calculated.
6.1.2 Sub-Station
The SS is developed using the MICA2, which have limited processing and
communication capabilities. Despite the extra aid from the smart tags, the
processing performed at the SS should be controlled carefully. Learning
from our optimal protocols, we divide the query process in two stages, i.e.,
transmitting meta-data in the first stage and subsequently grabbing only
the data required in the second stage. With this in mind, we developed the
SS.
Since the SS is also being developed using TOS, the components from
Tag are heavily reused in the Substation. This is achieved through proper
programming, i.e., maintaining modularity and abstraction. This can be
seen from the connection diagram of SS in Fig. 6.2.
We now outline the functions of the components found in Substation,
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Figure 6.2: Connection Diagram for Sub-Station – Connection diagrams
for the sub-components can be found in Appendix C Section C.2 and Sec-
tion C.3.
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but not used in Tag and not part of the standard TOS distribution. Inter-
ested readers should refer to Appendix C for a detailed description of each
component.
Inventory keeps track of the tags around the SS, proactively or reactively.
The RSSI of the tags are also being recorded, as an indicator for prox-
imity. The corresponding match count values for a query can also be
stored in the component, before being transmitted back to the BS.
Descriptor is merely a reduced form of SingleDescriptor, which stores a
descriptor in transit from a tag to the BS. Its necessity is due to the sin-
gleton nature of TOS [29], disallowing the reuse of SingleDescriptor.
6.1.3 Communication
For the BS to communicate with SS and the SS to talk to tags in its proxim-
ity, we used ReliableComm, which overloads the standard GenericComm pro-
vided in TOS. Each message has an Active Message (AM) type associated,
which will require a separate implementation of the sending and receiving
function. Also, each AM type would be translated into a corresponding Java
class, using the mig tool. To avoid the complexity of managing a large num-
ber of AM types, we added a Cmd (Command) field to further differentiate
messages within a single AM type. The result is the use of three AM types,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
We note that all messages in TOS are fixed length and thus these three
different packet structures are required for communication efficiency. As
you might have noticed, there is a compromise of system efficiency and
programming complexity here. Appropriate choice has to be made based
on the platform used. At this junction, we would like to emphasize that
the work in the previous chapters can be applied to any platform chosen, as
demonstrated here.
6.2 Wide Area Search
The wide area search is conducted by having each BS represent their corre-
sponding localities. For clarity, we consider the operation and interaction of
a BS, QT and MS, as shown in Fig. 6.4. All the components are programmed
in Java for platform independence and simple interfacing with TOS.
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Address AM Type Group ID Length CRC
commandMsg
Cmd Source ID Value
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
Address AM Type Group ID Length CRC
descriptor
Cmd Value
2 1 1 1 1 WORD_LENGTH 2
Address AM Type Group ID Length CRC
inventoryMsg
Cmd Source ID Value







Figure 6.3: Structure TinyOS Packet used – where the size of each part
(in bytes) is indicated below the message. Length refers to length of the
payload. WORD LENGTH and INVENTORY SIZE are constants defined
in the applications, taking default values of 26 and 10 respectively. Details
can be found in [1].
Backbone Network
Base Station 1









Figure 6.4: Interactions between entities in a Wide Area Search
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We will now describe each of the components briefly, leaving the imple-
mentation details to Appendix D. We will also leave the privacy details to
the coming section.
MAX Server (MS) is a multi-threaded server that allows connections
from both QT and BS. The server allows for retrieval of keys and
can also return a list of BS available to the QT. All connections to the
MS is encrypted using SSL, detailed in Section 6.3.1. It is essential
for the server to be multi-threaded to prevent unnecessary blocking of
clients, which can be QT or BS.
Query Terminal (QT) is used by the user to interact with the system.
The QT can considered as the “digital user” in the search. Thus, the
QT may retrieve keys of the user from the MS, after authentication
using a private password. Its primary task is to send queries to a set
of BS. A thread can be established for each BS being queried, to allow
for concurrent querying of multiple BS.
Base Station (BS) represents the locality. Here it is also a multi-threaded
server that can answer queries from multiple clients. Also, it may
update the MS of its status periodically and grab the public key of
users for authentication purposes. User authentication at the BS is
required to ensure our notion of space privacy.
Finally to program the tags and SS, we would also require a writer. This
entity is not reflected in Fig. 6.4, because it is an administrative component
which is not used frequently. The writer may also connect to the MS to
retrieve user key for encryption of tags’ descriptors, for object privacy.
6.3 Privacy
To provide privacy in MAX-Sesshoumaru, we will used SSL and ECC cryp-
tography. The rest of this section will provide a brief description of their
implementation for the reader’s understanding of the system.
6.3.1 Secure Sockets Layer in Java
We use Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE) [30] to establish SSL connec-
tions in the implementation. Details of the extension can be found in [30]
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and will not be elaborated here. We used javax.net.ssl.SSLServerSocket
and javax.net.ssl.SSLSocket to establish connections on selected ports.
For ease of use, we incorporated the SSLServerSocket into a Runnable class
to provide a multi-threaded server.
As specified in SSL, many protocols can be used for establishing a se-
cured connection. In our implementation, we have used the default protocols
supported in Sun Microsystems Java. Each computer may support a dif-
ferent set of protocols and the best of the intersection will be used for the
connection.
6.3.2 Elliptic Curve Cryptography in Java
As previously mentioned, we propose the use of ECC for encryption of tag
descriptors and user authentication at the BS. We refer the user to [31]
for a detailed description of ECC. To avoid reinventing the wheel, we have
incorporated Elliptic Curve Cryptography in Java (JECC)[32] into our im-
plementation.
JECC provides secp112r1 as specified in [27]. The resulting ciphertext
has length m + 14 bytes4, where m is the length of the plaintext in bytes.
Since the alphanumeric set can be encoded into 4 bits, this allows 22 char-
acters to be encrypted into a 25 byte cipher. This cipher can be neatly
transmitted in a single TOS packet with maximum payload of 29 bytes.
One should note that the secret key of JECC cannot be used to encrypt,
unlike RSA. However, this is inconsequential to our privacy design. Thus,
we tweaked JECC to provide desirable interfaces for our purpose and in-
corporated it into our system. The modified JECC is freely available upon
request.
6.4 What We Have Done
We note that TinySEC can be easily installed by providing the tinysec
option with TOS make system5. Also, we have yet to trial test the system,
given the high latency currently experienced due to the use of low speed
4We should note that 112 bits is equivalent to 14 bytes. Thus, the increment in length
is due to the initialization of the encoder.
5This feature is available in the version of TOS used for our implementation.
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Figure 6.5: Background Processes Running for MAX – (i) MAX Server
running and processing requests; (ii) SerialForwarder to access TOSBase;
and (iii) the Base Station processing a user query.
data links, among other reasons. Thus, an effort will be made resolve this
issue before a trial is performed.
Here we have implemented MAX-Sesshoumaru to be accessed via a web
browser as a search engine. A screen shot of the interface is shown Fig. 3.3.
In Fig. 6.5, we see that processes required for the website running in console.
With this, we have completed our description of MAX-Sesshoumaru and will





In the final chapter, we would like to reflect upon our experiences on the de-
velopment of MAX, from its inception to the implementation of Sesshoumaru,
and share them for the benefit of future implementations. We will then out-
line various future work possible, before we conclude.
7.1 Reflections
The process of developing MAX has been provided many insights into de-
signing of large scale wireless networks built with resource constrained com-
munication devices, such as WSN. We will discuss these insights here.
7.1.1 RSSI is a Good Indicator of Proximity
Despite of its notorious reputation in WSN, Received Signal Strength In-
dicator (RSSI) has performed well for our purpose of inferring proximity.
From our experiments with the prototypes1, we have found that RSSI is a
relatively good indicator of proximity of a tag to the SS around it. Inter-
ested reader may refer to [33] for detailed results of the human trials. This
is inline with recent research results [34] that indicate the usefulness of RSSI
under certain scenarios.
1By prototypes, we mean all the previous implementations of MAX developed. Mainly,
we refer to Dietz and the prototype developed by Philip Lim Chern Sia, with which we
verify this intuition.
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7.1.2 Landmark Based Localization is Enough
Many engineering systems have attempted to increase the precision of the
localization system for urban deployment, resulting in complex systems that
requires expert maintenance. This causes the systems to be costly and
forbidding for use by the general public. Often the fact that the systems are
used by humans are neglected.
By taking the user’s ability into account during system design, we have
simplified the design of an ambitious dream, i.e., to build a search engine
for the physical world. Our proposal that humans are powerful sensors,
who only require approximate landmark based localization, has resulted in
a scalable and efficient architecture for this search engine. Furthermore, we
have conducted experiments to verify this proposal2.
We have thus learnt that taking the user’s ability into account is an
important part of the system design. By doing so, we have proposed that
landmark based localization is enough, which results in a simple and efficient
localization system.
7.1.3 Importance of Reliable Communication
Unlike WSN with large number of nodes to provide redundancy of informa-
tion, the communication in MAX does not enjoy such redundancy. Thus,
all messages have to be reliably delivered. For example, loss of a packet that
signals the end of a burst of packets, may leave the device in an unexpected
state. Such behavior is highly undesirable.
In the prototype, channel unreliability is commonly experienced and
thus reliable communication via Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) has to
be explicitly catered for in the implementation of the communication layer.
This can be done in two manners, namely (i) to cater for reliability in the
protocols used or (ii) to provide a reliable communication layer and design
protocols assuming reliability is provided.
The former option may provide system efficiency, such as throughput and
delay, but come at a cost of complicated protocol design. Such design also
creates obstruction for code reuse and modular design. Thus, the latter op-
tion is chosen, manifesting itself as ReliableComm discussed in Appendix C.
2Interested reader may refer to [33] for detailed results of the human trials of MAX.
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Amongst the unreliability of the channel, much inconvenience has re-
sulted from the small packet allowed in TOS. With a maximum payload of
29 bytes, a single descriptor has to be sent over multiple packets. Such frag-
mentation creates unnecessary contention in the wireless channel. Provision
for longer packets would greatly simplify protocol and should be considered.
7.1.4 Privacy is an Intrinsic Part of a System
From early stages of design and development of MAX, privacy has been
considered. This consideration has influenced many design decisions, which
are critical to the overall functionalities of MAX. Following the common
advices of security experts, MAX has taken privacy as a primary concern
from early phases of design. Privacy concerns are often the reason for slow
adoption of technology by the general public, such as RFID technologies.
From our experience in designing MAX, introducing privacy considerations
at a later stage would indeed be an insurmountable task.
7.2 Future Work
Through the design and development of MAX, we have set the foundation
for a wide area search engine for the physical world. However, there remains
much work to be done before such a dream can be fulfilled. We will now
discuss some of these work.
1. The encryption of tags for object privacy poses an unique challenge to
cryptography. The public cryptography employed must provide small
cipher length. While we have demonstrated that ECC is a feasible
option, its suitability can be challenged by other cryptography tech-
niques.
2. The implementation of MAX has been performed on Commercial Off-
The-Shelf (COTS) hardware and open source softwares. While this is
strong evidence to its practicality, it is unlikely to be the final form
of deployment. The capability of the system cannot be fully assessed
without customized SS and RFID tags. The development of such
commercial ready products would be another step needed before a
widespread adoption of MAX is possible.
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3. In our small scale network, each QT can afford to query all the avail-
able BS. For a global scale deployment of MAX, the problem of query
scoping has to be addressed. As we have discussed in Section 3.2, the
user and the importance of location can be exploited. The details of
such a query scoping algorithm that is scalable and efficient remains
an open question.
7.3 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have observed an important application for large scale em-
bedded wireless communication devices. For this, we have proposed MAX to
perform the task. We then designed the architecture required by the system,
and also presented a methodology to derive the optimal protocol. Privacy is
also accounted for in the system. Finally we built several prototypes, ending
with the final implementation, named Sesshoumaru.
From this process, we have distilled many insights into the proper de-
sign of a search engine for the physical world. At the same time, we have
gained experiences on the design of networks consisting of many small and
resource-constrained devices. A scalable hierarchical architecture is also be-
ing developed. Meanwhile, we have proposed a novel notion of privacy,
which we call space privacy. With the aforementioned, we have designed
and built a functional MAX system, using COTS devices and open source
software.
All of the above is strong evidence towards the practicality and commer-
cial viability3 of MAX. We contend that MAX is an application that would
benefit people from all walks of life. With the completion of its design and
prototyping, the future where we can search our physical world electronically
is not so far ahead.
3The MAX application is patent pending, with PCT/SG2006/000091 filed with the
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List of Optimal Protocols
Protocol A
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query for all descriptors.
5 Tags all reply.
6 Substations calculate match-count from descriptors.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations send match count vector.
9 Base Station sums all match count vectors.
10 Base Station decides approximated global match count.
11 Base Station sends globally decided approximate match count.
12 Substations filter for selected tag ids based on global approximate estimate.
13 Substations filter descriptors for globally selected ones (approx-match).
14 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (approx-match).
15 Base Station filters sum of globally approximated tag descriptors.
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Protocol B
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query for all descriptors.
5 Tags all reply.
6 Substations calculate match-count from descriptors.
7 Substations replies all match count-ids.
8 Base Station filters match count-ids pairs.
9 Base Station calculates net match count vector.
10 Base Station decided global accurate match count.
11 Base Station filters for globally selected tag ids.
12 Base Station send globally selected tag ids.
13 Substations filter descriptors for globally selected ones (accurate).
14 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (accurate).
Protocol C
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query statement.
5 Tags calculate match count.
6 Tags reply match count-id values.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations send match count vector.
9 Base Station sums all match count vectors.
10 Base Station decides approximated global match count.
11 Base Station sends globally decided approximate match count.
12 Substations filter for selected tag ids based on global approximate estimate.
13 Substations send query by globally selected ids (approx-match).
14 Tags reply based on globally approximated selection (match).
15 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (approx-match).
16 Base Station filters sum of globally approximated tag descriptors.
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Protocol D
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query statement.
5 Tags calculate match count.
6 Tags reply match count-id values.
7 Substations replies all match count-ids.
8 Base Station filters match count-ids pairs.
9 Base Station calculates net match count vector.
10 Base Station decided global accurate match count.
11 Base Station filters for globally selected tag ids.
12 Base Station send globally selected tag ids.
13 Substations send query by globally selected ids (accurate).
14 Tags send descriptors of globally selected ids (accurate).
15 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (accurate).
Protocol E
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query for all descriptors.
5 Tags all reply.
6 Substations calculate match-count from descriptors.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations calculate local match count.
9 Substations send locally decided match count.
10 Base Station approximates match count based on local ones.
11 Base Station sends globally decided approximate match count.
12 Substations filter for selected tag ids based on global approximate estimate.
13 Substations filter descriptors for globally selected ones (approx-match).
14 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (approx-match).
15 Base Station filters sum of globally approximated tag descriptors.
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Protocol F
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query statement.
5 Tags calculate match count.
6 Tags reply match count-id values.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations calculate local match count.
9 Substations filter for locally selected tags.
10 Substations send match count-id of locally selected tags.
11 Base Station filters locally selected tag match count-ids.
12 Base Station decides match count based on locally selected match-count ids.
13 Base Station filters locally selected match count-id for global approximate.
14 Base Station sends match count-id of globally selected tags (approx).
15 Substations send query by globally selected ids (approx-id).
16 Tags reply based on globally approximated selection (id).
17 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (approx-id).
Protocol G
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query statement.
5 Tags calculate match count.
6 Tags reply match count-id values.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations calculate local match count.
9 Substations send locally decided match count.
10 Base Station approximates match count based on local ones.
11 Base Station sends globally decided approximate match count.
12 Substations filter for selected tag ids based on global approximate estimate.
13 Substations send query by globally selected ids (approx-match).
14 Tags reply based on globally approximated selection (match).
15 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (approx-match).
16 Base Station filters sum of globally approximated tag descriptors.
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Protocol H
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query for all descriptors.
5 Tags all reply.
6 Substations calculate match-count from descriptors.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations calculate local match count.
9 Substations filter for locally selected tags.
10 Substations send match count-id of locally selected tags.
11 Base Station filters locally selected tag match count-ids.
12 Base Station decides match count based on locally selected match-count ids.
13 Base Station filters locally selected match count-id for global approximate.
14 Base Station sends match count-id of globally selected tags (approx).
15 Substations filter descriptors for globally selected ones (approx-id).
16 Substations send globally selected tag descriptors (approx-id).
Protocol I
1 Substations perform inventory.
2 Query terminal queries base station.
3 Base Station sends query statment.
4 Substations send query for all descriptors.
5 Tags all reply.
6 Substations calculate match-count from descriptors.
7 Substations calculate match count vector.
8 Substations replies all match count-ids.
9 Base Station filters match count-ids pairs.
10 Base Station calculates net match count vector.
11 Base Station decided global accurate match count.
12 Substations calculate local match count.
13 Substations filter for locally selected tags.
14 Substations filter descriptors for locally selected ones.
15 Substations send descriptors of locally selected tags.
16 Base Station filters locally selected tag descriptors.





This appendix provides technical details of the implementation in TOS.
The design choices made during the development is also being justified and
discussed.
C.1 Tags
We will now discuss some of the components developed to implement the
tags. These components are later modified and extended to implement the
SS.
C.1.1 ReliableComm
The ReliableComm component provides reliable communication via extend-
ing the GenericComm1 in TOS distribution. The reliability is provisioned by
explicit acknowledgment packets for each unicast. Acknowledgment packets
are sent via broadcast, thus allowing for the original message structure of
TOS to be retained. Reliability for broadcast is not being provided, for
complexity issue. The connection diagram is shown in Fig. C.1.
The MoteIF Java class is also being overloaded by RMoteIF, to provide
communication that is compatible with ReliableComm. Details of RMoteIF
1ReliableComm extends GenericComm, providing the same parameterized interface. The
author failed to locate any reference on the manner to connect paramterised interfaces,
and has done so through trial and error. Interested reader may contact the author for the
source code.
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Figure C.1: Connection Diagram for ReliableComm
is referred to Section D.2.
Retransmission Interval The retransmission interval should be at least
the time needed for a transmission and its acknowledgment to be replied.
Figures will be extracted from [1].
Maximum transmission duration of packet, P TOSmax = L
TOS
max ∗ 8/RTOS
= 8 ∗ (29 + 7 + 18)/(38.4× 103)
= 11.25 ms, (C.1)
where LTOSmax consists of 29 bytes of payload, 7 bytes of header and 18 bytes
of preamble; and RTOS = 38.4 kbps.
Time duration of acknowledgment, P TOSack = L
TOS
ack ∗ 8/RTOS
= 8 ∗ (3 + 7 + 18)/(38.4× 103)
≈ 10.4 ms, (C.2)
since LTOSack consists of what L
TOS
max has except that the payload is 3 bytes.
Maximum duration for reliable transmission = P TOSmax ∗ (15 + 15 + 1) + P TOSack
≈ 359.15 ms, (C.3)
which includes a random delay of up to 15 transmission duration for each
transmission initiated.
Thus, we set the retransmission interval to be about four times of this
maximum interval, allowing for processing delay and for the contention in
the wireless channel to “pass”. It should be noted that most transmissions
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Figure C.2: Connection Diagram for SingleDescriptor
will not take this long, given that they will be completed by the reception
of an acknowledgment.
C.1.2 SingleDescriptor
We hold the descriptor of a tag using the SingleDescriptor component.
The component also provides interfaces to store the descriptor into the non-
volatile EEPROM2 and retrieve it. The component used is the PageEEPROMC,
after attempts to use Matchbox and ByteEEPROM results in loss of data after
power-cycle. We show the connection diagram in Fig. C.2.
Word Number and Length The number of words and the length of
each word is a design parameter in the SingleDescriptor. Each page in
the EEPROM is 264 bytes long. With a byte being used to store the number
of words in the descriptor, we have 263 bytes left for the descriptor. The
number of words is thus set at 10, with each word being at most 25 bytes
long3, giving 261 bytes which is within the limit.
Delayed Startup The descriptor of the tag is being retrieved from the
EEPROM at startup. However, it is necessary for the components to ini-
tialize properly before this can be done. Thus, the retrieval at startup is
delayed by an arbitrary 1 second when the Tag component is initialized.
C.1.3 Query
The Query component stores a query descriptor that can be compared to tag
descriptor. The connection diagram is as shown in Fig. C.3, with the connec-
tion to the SingleDescriptor to read the descriptor, is shown in Fig. 6.1.
2We caution the reader that the hardware is really a flash memory, not an EEPROM.
3Character array has to be terminated by the null character for the string functions to
work properly.
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Figure C.3: Connection Diagram for Query
Figure C.4: Connection Diagram for Inventory
The number of words and maximum length of each word for the query de-
scriptor is the same as SingleDescriptor, described in Section C.1.2.
Comparison of Strings The strstr function is used to compare the
descriptor with the query words. This function allows for sub-strings to
return a match, unlike the strcmp function. It is worthwhile to mention
that duplicate of words in the descriptor and query is not being performed.
This task is left to the BS, if required.
C.2 Sub-Station
Having established the functionalities of the tags, we have established a
major portion of code required for the SS. By careful planning, we have
allowed for code reuse and thus there is only two other components used by
the SS left to be described.
C.2.1 Inventory
Inventory is used to maintain the identity, RSSI and match count of the
tags around the SS. The connection diagram is shown in Fig. C.4. We have
chosen to maintain a list of 10 tags, given the limited memory and high
overlap of the system.
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Figure C.5: Connection Diagram for Descriptor
Figure C.6: Connection Diagram for Radio433
C.2.2 Descriptor
Descriptor can be thought of as a reduced form of SingleDescriptor. Its
necessity is due to the singleton nature of TOS [29], disallowing the reuse of
SingleDescriptor. Thus, the component has a connection diagram shown
in Fig. C.5. Its sole function is to store the descriptor of tags in transit to
the BS.
C.3 Administrative Components
Finally due to administrative needs, we have provided several components.
They are outlined in the following for completeness.
C.3.1 Radio433
The Radio433 provide power control of the CC1000 radio, with communi-
cation messages over the radio. The component will store the power setting
the EEPROM. The value then be retrieved upon initialization and set for
the radio. The connection diagram is as shown in Fig. C.6.
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Independent Communication The communication for Radio433 is en-
capsulated in the component itself, i.e., separated from the main application,
to allow for clarity of the application code. Again, ReliableComm is used to
provide reliability of these control packets.
C.3.2 ObjectId
The ObjectId object4 is necessary, since both tags and SS are done using
similar hardware. Thus the component provides an identity for each type,
helping to differentiate them. As a result, code reuse is made possible.
C.3.3 NoQuery and NoDescriptorM
Both of the above mentioned components are provided to allow the reuse
of Query in the SS. Thus, all the appropriate interfaces of Query and
SingleDescriptor are respectively provided.
4ObjectId is a simple example of providing parameterized interface. Interested readers





This appendix provides technical details of the implementation in Java. The
design choices made during the development is also being justified and dis-
cussed.
D.1 MAX Server
The MAX Server (MS) is a multi-threaded server, accepting SSL connections
at port 1304. Its outline is shown in Fig. D.1. From the figure, it can be
seen that the MS is a multi-threaded SSLServer.
To complete its task, the MS access the list of users, their keys and
password hashes through the Authenticator. The passwords of the users
are hashed using RSA Data Security MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm (MD5)
and are only stored in their hashed form for security reasons. The JECC
keys are also stored in the same file. A list of BS is also maintained in the
memory. This list is created through communcation with the BS. The list
serves as an lookup table for queries for QT.
While the role of the MS may be greater in an actual commercial system,
we have minimized its function in the implementation due to the scale of
our deployment. At the same time, we do not rule out the possibility of
building MAX using a peer-to-peer system as backbone. Therefore, the use
of a centralized entity like the MS is minimized.
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 max.applications.server.Server















Figure D.1: Java Components used in MAX Server
D.2 Base Station
The Base Station (BS) is again a multi-threaded SSLServer, accepting con-
nections at port 2603. Connections are accepted from QT, providing the
query of a locality. Meanwhile, SSL are made to the MS, for authentication
of users and status reporting. The various classes used are illustrated in
Fig. D.2.
We note that the query authentication is handled by Authenticator,
which will ensure that space privacy discussed in Section 5.2. However, we
note that the user is also being authenticated using JECC, in which involves
communication with the MS to retrieve the public key associated with the
user.
Finally, the main function of the BS is delivered by QueryProcessor,
which communicates with the BaseStation. BaseStation in turn connects
to SS through RMoteIF and a mote installed with TOSBase.
D.3 Query Terminal
The Query Terminal (QT) is a lightweight, platform independent program
that resides in the user’s device. It connects to the MS and BS via SSL
channels. Fig. D.3 presents a simple outline to represents its internal com-
ponents.
We note that the QT can be presented in the form of a website, in which




























List of Base Stations
Port 2603
Port 1304
Figure D.3: Java Components used in Query Terminal
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to public spaces. This will provide the equivalence of Internet search engine
for the physical world. This is the format we have chosen for the prototype.
A screen shot of the search engine running in a browser is shown in Fig. 3.3
D.4 Miscellaneous Components
There are other supporting Java classes that have been left out due to
space constraint. An appropriate starting point would be the class in
the max.applications package.
Interested reader should note that the functions of programming the tags
and SS are provided for in Writer. It also allows control of transmit power,
through Radio433.
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